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The Girl and Her Cows

by: Karla Mayte Herrera Díaz

teacher: Sonia Noemí Barajas Saucedo
In a faraway town there was a girl who helped her grandma to take care of her cows.

She was feeding the cows, when suddenly a big storm struck.
After the storm, she realized that the cows were gone.
The next day the girl was afraid; her grandma would be sad because she couldn't find the cows.
She was sad in the afternoon, then she saw the cows standing far away and she ran to get close to them.

She couldn't believe that her grandma was taking care of them.

THE END
A FANTASTIC FRIENDSHIP

by: Ana Sofía Ríos Saldívar

teacher: Yessica Yuriana Ochoa Coronado
It was summer again, the weather was sunny and hot. Ronny was a nice and gentle boy who loved the sea. He always enjoyed swimming in the afternoon, “Look at the amazing sea!” Ronny’s mom exclaimed. “Yes, I can't wait to go swimming”, said Ronny. And he jumped into the sea.
At dinner time, Ronny asked his family. “Where can I find a special friend?” “Why are you asking that?” asked Ronny's mom. “Well, because I would like to have a friend who shares his dreams and adventures with me”, answered Ronny. “Don't worry my little brother, you could find a friend in any place and at any time”, said Ana. “I hope so”, said Ronny. He couldn't imagine what was about to happen.
One day, Ronny and his family were playing at the beach. “What's that?” said Ronny. He couldn't believe what he was looking at. It was a purple dolphin. It had big and shiny eyes “Hello, what's your name?”, asked Ronny.“Hi, I'm Doly”, he answered. Doly had a moon on his chest. It meant that he was a special dolphin.
During the next months, Ronny and Doly became best friends. One afternoon Ronny went to visit Doly, and he looked sad. “Are you sick?”, “what is happening?” asked Ronny. The sea has been contaminated because people have been throwing trash in it, and it's my house”, said Doly. “I'll help you my friend”, said Ronny, and he ran in to his parents.
Ronny told them and their neighbors to help him clean Doly’s home. “It's time to clean up our sea. Everyone living there is sick. I am worried about my friend Doly”, said Ronny. Even though cleaning the sea was hard work, they made it.
The following days the sea looked clean and beautiful. Doly started feeling better and the other animals too. “Let's make a party to celebrate”, said Ronny “Good idea”, said Doly. Everybody came to the party.
Fifty summers passed, and there were the two friends. Ronny and Doly swimming near the Wood pier. “We've lived many adventures my old friend”, said Doly, “Yes, and you still are my special best friend”, said Ronny.
THE END
LOVE FOR EARTH

by: Deysi Lisbeth González Carballo

Teacher: Miriam Yanine Hinojosa González
Once upon a time in the solar system, the planet Earth was feeling very sick. Venus and Mars were very worried for their friend. Humans that live on her were treating her badly. They contaminated and destroyed nature. So Earth started to feel more and more pain.
One day Mars asked Earth: “What are humans doing to help you, If they are bad you should punish them for being bad with you. You give them a place to live, you feed them, and the way they say thank you is by destroying all of you. They don’t deserve you”. Mars was very angry.
Venus, her other friend gave her advice: “You should create more disasters, maybe that way they will understand that they're doing wrong and try to fix you”. But Earth was too nice. She loved humans, even when they did not seem to love her.
But it wasn't long when Earth could not control herself anymore, on the inside of Earth things started to change, natural disasters continued to happen more and more often: Earthquakes, wild fires that lasted for days, tsunamis, hurricanes, volcanoes started to erupt too.
Earth was dying, the humans she loved so much were slowly making her sick, humans were starting to become poisonous beings.

One day, a small bunch of humans reacted to the weird changes. They tried to create conscience on people's minds, so they could help to protect Earth before it was too late.
Little by little, changes were made. Humans started to recycle, to protect species, to plant more trees, to contaminate less; Earth started to feel better, there was no more pain. Mars and Venus were relieved to see their friend better, humans did love Earth at least a little bit.

THE END
MY GRANDMOTHER'S ADVICE

by: Isabel Guadalupe González Zavala
teacher: América Ríos Cobos
Once upon a time, there was a little girl called Rann. She lived in a small city, in the south of the state of Tamaulipas, México. Her parents migrated to the United States, due to economic problems. Rann lived with her grandmother. Rann loved to eat snacks and to play soccer.
Rann was excited, Thursday arrived, it was the day to play soccer. However, that day, a girl called Rose started insulting her, yelling. “She should see her body in the mirror”. Rann was embarrassed and began to cry.
That day Rann was very sad. Her grandmother took her to the garden and asked her. “Why are you sad? You know, You have a family that loves you! Rann, you should imitate eagles, when problems arise, they fly higher. Never give up!”
Since that day, Rann and her grandmother changed many things in their lives. They took time together doing exercise in the park, doing homework and fun activities together. But the most important thing, was that Rann continued practicing soccer, watching Rann's attitude, Rose stopped picking on her.
Rann changed internally and externally, she learned to take care of her body; to eat healthy; to feel more confident with herself. But the most important things she learned to be constant, and the value of the family. She thanked her grandma for being an important part of her life. With the time, Rann became a great soccer player.

THE END
SAVING THE RIVER

by: Ivanna Porras Ramos
In a small town at the peak of a mountain, there was a little house made of wood. There lived a little girl, Monica, and she had a brother named Manny, their mother worked in the house and their dad in agriculture and fishing. They were a happy, humble and hardworking family.
One day, they went to walk by the river, while their dad was fishing. Monica and Manny were swimming and playing, but they found a lot of trash, plastic bottles, bags, aluminium, etc. Their dad could not fish because of the pollution of the river.
Together as a family, they started to clean; and to take out all the garbage, and to put it in sacks, this work lasted more than one day to conclude. They bought a wagon, and there they fill it with all the garbage they had picked.
When they returned to their house, they found a family that was having a picnic at the edge of the river, and then Monica told her dad to stop, and they gave the family a bag, so they could throw away their trash, they invited them to throw their trash at the nearest town.
Monica and Manny decided to tell the commissioner of the closest town to put trash bins at the edge of the river. And from now on, Monica and her family can enjoy the river, swimming and playing in it. Now the river has clean water without trash. They did something to have a cleaner and healthier world. How can you help this world to make it a better place to live?

THE END
WHO ATE THE COOKIES?

by: Andrea Lizbeth Moreno Sosa
teacher: Yadira Melissa Quiroz Juárez
In a very very distant galaxy there was a city named Chuchupa, this city was full of candies. His president was the cookie president, the president, had a pet named pugrabbit.
One day the president was hungry, he called his servant; his name was cake, he arrived, but he only found crumbs, he called the agent 008 and Sammy to investigate who ate the president's cookie.
After the investigation, Sammy discovered that the real culprit was pugrabbit, and the agent asked pugrabbit “Why did you eat it?, you must say the truth, agent”, “because I was hungry”, said pugrabbit.
The agent 008 and Sammy had 3 suspects, the first suspect was the pugrabbit, the second suspect was the pandicornio, and the third suspect was the cake servant.
Agent 008 and his best friend Sammy flew in with the pandicornio to the city of Chuchupa. They went there to investigate about the case.
After he told the truth, they rebuilt the cookie, and pugrabbit since that day learned that he always had to say the truth. Finally, agent 008 and his loyal friend Sammy were happy because they completed another mission.

THE END
A FRIENDLY FIREFLY

by: Itzel Flores Ozuna

teacher: Diana Herlinda Perales Marines
Once upon a time a firefly, her name was “friendship” lived in a very beautiful forest.
Every morning, she greeted and said: Good morning! and everyone greeted her.
She always smiled; she was very friendly, kind and respectful.
She always shone, at day and night; you could see it, shining like other fireflies, but she was bigger and brighter.
She said: If you have good behavior, you will shine, and if you misbehave, you will be off and sad.
Here we learn that practicing values as: friendship, courtesy, kindness, honesty, and respect.
We will shine with our own light, and we will always be smiling.

THE END
A HAPPY BOY AND HIS PET

by: Angel Castellano Flores
teacher: Patricia Hernández García
A happy boy named Angelito has a beautiful pet. Her name is Blondy, she is big and brown, and she has big eyes.
Angelito likes to ride a bike in the park, and his beautiful dog always goes with him. They are good friends.
Blondy his pet has fun, she runs very fast, they really enjoy every day. He is a really happy boy, after riding a bike, Angelito hugs Blondy.
He loves and takes care of his pet. When they arrive home, they drink water and rest, they are the best friends in the world.

THE END
THE SOUNDS OF ALDAMA

by: Alexis Narvaez
teacher: Osbaldo González Flores
Yesterday, I had a fever and today I didn’t go to school. From the window of my house I hear the sounds of Aldama.
Before breakfast, the man who collects the garbage rings a bell. And my father ran out to see if he could reach him.
Then, the man that delivers the drinking water comes.
The man that sharpens the knives and scissors plays the flute, and my mom who is a foreigner, becomes nostalgic.
A truck arrives with fruit, it stays for a while in the corner: $10 pesos a kilo of bananas; this time, we brought a kilo of tomato to the door of our house. Take the bag of orange at just $10 pesos, and he will give you the spicy pepper for free.
The man of the tamales can’t be confused, because he sings “hot tamales” all the time.
The best thing is when people play the drum, and the trumpet, and my mom and I throw a coin at them.
These are the sounds of Aldama.

THE END
Once upon a time there was a famous inventor named Tanit Rosket, one day he decided to build a robot to be his friend because he had no friends or family, he only had his dog Coco. He started to build his robot for hours and hours until he succeeded, and decided to call it EYFTHER. 2k.
When EYFTHER. 2k was completely finished, its eyes opened brightly and started to walk as a huge iron looking around the room until he saw his creator. Tanit Rosket was very surprised of his creation, and at the same time he was very happy because he was not alone anymore.
After a few seconds EYFTHER. 2k asked its creator: “What can I do for you?” and Tanit replied, “I want you to be my friend!” After listening to this words EYFTHER. 2k answered-“Yes!” I will be your friend! And EYFTHER. 2k looked around the house, met the dog Coco, and immediately became friends.
The next day, Tanit and EYFHER. 2k were walking in the city, and Tanit was very happy because all the people were surprised with the amazing job the creator did. Inside all the people who were looking, one person asked Tanit – “I will buy the robot, and Tanit replied “No!” After listening to the answer, the buyer was upset, but he could not do anything else. Tanit really appreciated his friend EYFHER. 2k.
Time passed, and EYFTER. 2k became rusty, and the inventor was very old until one day he got sick, EYFTER. 2k took the inventor to the doctor, and he told EYFTER. 2k to take good care of him.
The inventor was really sick, and EYFTER. 2k went to the city to get some medicine, but there was no medicine left in the city.
EYFHER. 2k went outside the city to find it, after four hours EYFHER. 2k found the medicine, and gave it to the inventor. The inventor took the medicine, and recovered. After that, they lived happily ever after all their lives together as good friends.
THE STRANGE GIRL

by: Joseline García Vázquez
teacher: Juan Antonio Ramos Chávez
Once there was a girl who didn’t like to talk with anyone in her classroom. Her name was Esthelita. First, second, and third year went by. When Esthelita was in fourth grade, something wonderful happened.
The boys and girls in her group, formed a soccer team, but they needed one person, they were surprised to hear her voice. They asked. Do you know how to play soccer?
That day, the fifth grade team won the game thanks to Esthelita. They were so happy that they all got up to celebrate. She was very happy. Her new friends asked her why she did not like to talk. She told them she did not like to jump rope, play with dolls or the airplane, but she loved soccer.
After that day, Esthelita became the most popular girl in the school, now she had many friends, and no one called her a rare girl again. She loved to share her experience with other children.
Esthelita formed soccer teams with girls and boys, as she was “shy”. She discovered that participating in a team made them happy.
Esthelita and her friends visited many schools, sharing with other children the importance of teamwork, and all the things that could be achieved by working together. This happened during the elementary, secondary, and now in high school, she has the best soccer team, in addition to excellent grades.

THE END